CFR Urges Sovereignty Surrender

Council on Foreign Relations admits it wants to see North America merged

By James P. Tucker Jr.

Robert A. Pastor, a leading figure in the Council on Foreign Relations, has urged surrendering U.S. sovereignty to a North American Union that would erase borders among Canada, the United States and Mexico. This goal of creating a “North American Union” similar to the European Union was widely known, and Rep. Ron Paul (R-Tex.) and colleagues have introduced legislation to block it. (For more on this subject, see AFP’s Spotlight on Congress, Jan. 29, 2007.)

Pastor participated in a secret meeting of bureaucrats, bankers and international financiers from the three countries in which plans for a North American superstate were drawn. He helped draft the secret plan based on the CFR report which he helped write.

Pastor is director of the Center for North American Studies, vice president of International Affairs and a professor at American University in Washington. He is author of the book Toward a North American Community: Lessons from the Old World to the New.

But it is significant that the CFR, the propaganda ministry for the shadowy organization known as Bilderberg and companion groups, dared have a leader appear on the “Lou Dobbs Tonight” show on CNN Jan. 25 and acknowledge these goals. Pastor’s comments confirmed that what Bilderberg and other powerhouses have long dismissed as a “conspiracy theory” is instead a conspiracy fact.
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Bilderberg is an annual gathering that draws together the world’s leading bankers, corporate heads, politicians and power brokers. Every year the secretive group meets to discuss the most important issues of the day and to influence world events.

When asked to comment on a recent CFR report, titled “Building a North American Community,” which Pastor contributed to, he told CNN: “The council report (sic) feels we could take greater advantage if we were to deepen economic integration, if we can secure ourselves better, not only at our borders, but also by thinking about a continental security perimeter as well.”

Dobbs asked why the press was excluded from a meeting last September wherein the merger plans were laid out by bureaucrats from each nation in a manner to avert congressional interference.

“The leaders of the three groups decided they wanted to keep the discussions active and vigorous, and therefore confidential,” Pastor replied.

Pastor admitted that George Schultz, secretary of state under President Ronald Reagan, attended the meeting. He failed to mention that Schultz represented Reagan at previous Bilderberg meetings.

Bilderberg’s secret impact on the entire world has been documented for more than for more than 50 years, first by Robert Novak, then a weekly column, The New Right, and now in American Press. By infiltrating Bilderberg, readers were given early warning of the downfall of Lady Thatcher as prime minister of Britain, President Bill Clinton’s invasion of Czechoslovakia, and President Bush 41’s breaking of his pledge to not raise taxes, among others.

You can obtain Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary from AFP for $25. Use the coupon on page 16 or call 1-888-699-NEWS to charge to Visa or MasterCard.
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